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Facts about Lost Pets 

What is the #1 Cause of Death in pets each year? 
Becoming Lost 

 
   8 – 10 million pets stray each year 

   Only 20% of dogs & 2% of cats are reunited  
 
   Without ID, 90% will not return home  

   4 million pets are euthanized annually* 
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*Source:  Humane  Society  of  the  United  States	



Why Microchip and Enroll? 

   Support the Human/Animal bond 

   Helps prove ownership 

   Decrease burden on animal shelters 

   Saves Lives 
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135 Million Pets are at Risk 

  150 Million dogs and cats in the U.S. 

  Only 10% of pets are microchipped 

  Only 50% of microchipped pets are 
enrolled in a database 

  Result: 135 Million unprotected pets 
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Frequency Frenzy 

  Frequencies currently on the market  
– 125 kHz 
– 128 kHz 
– 134.2 kHz (ISO Standard) 

The use of the ISO standard microchip is now recommended 
by the AVMA and AHAA. This frequency is recognized world 
wide.  
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Happy Reunions 
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HomeAgain Product Advantage 

  Industry recognized high performance Universal Scanner 

  Only microchip with patented BioBond® anti-migration technology 

  One-piece, simple and reliable syringe mechanism 

  HomeAgain™ microchip traceability 
 
 
  Rigorous quality management system 
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How a Scanner Reads a Microchip ID  

Sequence of events 

1)  Reader transmits a Radio Frequency 
(RF) signal.  

2)  That signal is picked up by the 
transponder. 

3)  The energy from that signal turns on or 
“wakes up” the microchip.  

4)  The Microchip will now transmit back to 
the scanner its unique ID number. 

5)  Reader receives this signal and displays 
the ID. 

Internal view of a generic Transponder  
**NOTE ** not to scale.  
Typical size: Length = 12mm (0.472”) 
Diameter = 2.1mm (0.083”) 

RF signal pattern 
End View 

Top Side Approximate 
Optimal Read Area 
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Techniques to Scanning 

  Test unit first by scanning the test chip prior to scanning an 
animal. 
  Microchip or transponder orientation vs. scan pattern is 

important.  
 Scanner reads a Microchip faster if the microchip is parallel to the display 
on the scanner.  
 If microchip is orientated            scan slowly left to right over the inter-
scapular area over the back. 
 If microchip is orientated            scan slowly head to tail over the inter-
scapular area over the back. 
 You will not always know the orientation of the microchip, so always try 
both directions. (review slides 5 & 6) 
 Caution: There might be more than one microchip present, so always scan 
the whole animal.  
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Possible Injection Sites 



Scanning All Pets 
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Scanning patterns for 
implants injected mid-

scapula:	

Scanning patterns for 
implants injected at left side 

of neck: 



Scanner Operation Tips 
   Reset the scanner if the following conditions are experienced: 

  A straight solid line across the LCD or blank LCD 
  The scanner will not power off or “freezes” 

   How to reset a scanner 
  Remove the batteries allowing the unit to sit overnight  
  Reinstall batteries and use 
  Test scanner with microchip test tag 

   Use only Energizer® alkaline batteries 
   Do Not: 

  Attach foil asset tags or other items as this will affect operation and        
   void the warranty 
  Attach the test tag to the scanner  
  Operate within 10 feet of electronic equipment. 

   For Technical Support, contact 888-466-3242; option 4, then option 2  
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Enrollment is the Key 
A microchip without an enrollment is like a cell phone 
without service!  
   Enroll your clients before they leave the shelter. 

 
   Once a client leaves a shelter, only 50% will remember to enroll.    	
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Microchipping & Your Shelter 

Tips for success in setting up microchipping as standard 
protocol in your shelter  

   Educate clients using consumer brochures. 

   Ensure every microchipped pet is enrolled 

   Encourage all staff members to microchip and enroll their pets 

•   Conduct a microchipping clinic 
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Helpful Tools 

 
  Internet-based resource that assists 
with microchip identification 

 
  Checks participating pet recovery 
services registries to determine which 
registry should be contacted 
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www.petmicrochiplookup.org 
 

AAHA Pet Microchip Look up Tool 



Helpful Tools 

Competitive Microchip Registry Form  	
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Helpful Tools 

Free CE 
   HomeAgain, in partnership with 

    the AAHA 
 
   Online training tool designed to 

    educate staff members  
–   proper microchip implantation 
–   scanning procedures 

   Register at: www.aahanet.org/
learning.org/learningcenter/
microchip_scanning.aspx	
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Questions? 


